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ABSTRACT

Ïhe theory of shallow shells and membranes is discussed with

respect to the analysis of hyperbo'lic paraboloid shells. The exact

solution of the membrane equations for a vertically loaded hypar shell

is studied. Finite Element and Finite Difference analyses of hypar

shells are discussed. A Fjnite Element ana'lysis of a hypar shell is

compared to a variational nethod of analysis of the sanre shell.

A large scale model of a concrete hypar shell was built and

tested in the ìaboratory. The shell was found to be too stiff to get

accurate strain and deflection rneasurements. The cracking pattern of

the shell is discussed and qualitative'ly compared with results concluded

from the Finite Element anaìysis of the same shell. Finally, a number of

recommendations concerning the testing of shallow sheìls are made.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Thin shell structures carry roads applied to them by making use

of form, rather than mass, to resist the internal forces. A thin

curved surface can be designed to span'large areas free from intermediate

columns or large beams. Besides making efficient use of materials,

shells are usualìy architectural ly interesting.

This thesis is primarily interested in shallow hyperbolic-para-

boloid shells. A hypenbolic-paraboloid, sometimes referred to as a

hypar or h.p., is classed as a translational surface. A hypar surface

can be generated by translat'ing a concave upward parabola, caìled a

generator, paraì lel to itself a'long a concave downward parabo'la, called
a director. (See Fig. l.l )

Hypar surfaces also can be thought of as warped paraì'lelograms.

consider the rectang'le IJKL in Figure r.2. when the corner K is dropped

to K'a hyperbo'lic paraboloid surface is formed by the family of straight
lines parallel to the y-z plane joining po'ints on the x-axís and line
LK'. similarty the surface can be generated by the lines paralleì to
the x - z plane joining the y-axis and the line JK'. The equation for
this surface is:

z=f;xy=kxy

The quantity k = c/ba is called the twist. Hypars are ruled surfaces;

however, they cannot be flattened out onto a plane without tear or

stretchi ng.

(1)
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FIGURE l.l Hyperboìjc paraboloid

FIGURE 1.2 Hypar Generated From Straight Lines
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A ruled surface makes the construction of a concrete hypar shell

more attractive to the builder. The formwork can be constructed of

straight members and the re'inforcing need not be bent or curved, unlike

other shell geometry which may demand more complìcated forrn^,ork and re-

i nforci ng .

J.I ANALYSIS OF SHELLS

Before the advent of the Finite Element method hypar shells were

usually analized by membrane theory [4]. Some numerical analyses using

the bending equations for hyperbolic paraboloid shells had been made.

Nearly all these methods made use of finite difference techniques

17 ,16,9,1].

Some of the methods and analysis that have been developed are

aimed at designers. Russell and Gerstle [.l6] give the result of their

finite difference soluÈions in a non-dimensional form, intended as a

design aíd. M. Liebour ['13] suggests a method of determining the ulti-
mate strength of a cantilevered hypar on two supports, which could be

used by a designer.

lllith the increased accessibility of computers, designers are

using many package programs which can analyze shells with their support

structures. These programs if used intelligent'ly can give realistic

answers quickly. Designers are able to alter and re-ana'lyze the struc-

ture quickly and economically to obtain more effective designs.

1.2 PREVIOUS TESTING

During the early 1960's there !{as more interest in model testing

of shells than at present. Shells of all types and materials were tested

[4]. Tests of hypar shells on two supports have been done by a number of
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workers and reported in the literature [12,]8,14,17f. Load tests on

umbrella hypar shel'ls have been done by some experimenters [9].

1.1:jr"i

''ri,j:.'i
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY

2.1 GENERAL

In general, there exist two approaches to the analysis of shells.

The most basic and simplest approach deaìs only with in-plane force

stress resultants. This is usual'ly referred to as membrane theory. A

more sophisticated approach to the shell analysis also considers trans-

verse shear, bending and twisting moments.

Both approaches to shell analysis will be outljned in the follow-

ing sections of this chapter. The membrane equations for translational

shells and the bending equations for shallow shells will be discussed.

2.2 BASIC MEI'IBRANE EQUATIONS FOR TRANSLATIONAL SHELLS

Consider the small differential element in Figure 2.'l on which

external loads pi and membrane stress resultants NoU act. The membrane

stress resultants are projected onto the horizontal x - y plane. The pro-

iected stress resultants Ñog in terms of the NoU can be found from:

Ñ* dy = N* cos4 dq (2.1)

By substituting cosq dq = dy into (2.1) we find:

ñ*=#ååN*. :.... (2.2) i

Simi I arly:

ñ, = H* *, . (2.3)

'''-'i':. 1

:r. i: i
:i.:..1
:1, i :,1 ì

i'l
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N*

\-N
** + ò$*- *J"¡
*d)

.:: .i' ì

N-5NJ' .f*/
dx

ffiå*'
X

n èIl^ J*
òx

ñr'¡$-Jr

FI GURE 2.1 Differential Element of a Translational Shell

ü

FIGURT 2.2 Area of Differential Element

'' [P* òp

,,/*'.,
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N*y = N*y ' (2.4)

The components of the load must also be expressed in terms of the

projected area. To this end we must find the elemental area dA jn terms

of dx and dy. This can be seen from Figure 2.2 as:

dA = l:_"U = {l(0,l,tano) x (ì,0,tan4)l}dx ¿y

= (tan2o + tanô +1)'4 dx dy

- sin20 sin20

Equation (2.5)

Pi bY:

cos0 cosþ
dxdy.

is used to relate projected

(2.5)

loads Þi to the surface loads

Þi=Pi

Us'ing the quantities defined by expressions

equiìibrium equations can be written for the

brium in the x-y plane we fÍnd:

(2.6)

(2.2) to (2.4)

shel I element.

and (2.6) the

For equi1i-

àNâN

t'+ry**Þ*=0,
ðÑ aN

il-+ãtL*Þo=
The components of the forces acuing in the z-direction can be expressed

in terms of the barred stress resultants as:

N* sinq dq = ñ* tanq dy = ñ* ffi Ov

N* sino dp = ñ, # ot

N*, ,ino dq = Ñ*y tano dy = Ñ*y S +

Nr* sino dp = ñr* # o*

(2.7)

(2 .8)

I - sin2ô sin20
coso coso
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Equi I i bri um i n the z-di recti on yi el ds :

k rñ. Kl .b rn ,8í, -k rñ* ffil 
-h rllr. #l - õ, = 0 . (z.s)

Differentiating (2.9) and recognizing that Ñ*o = Ño* we obtain:

ðÑ* a, . uÑr- ðz *1- ðz *.k ð, *ñ.. at,
ãx ãx *Úãy *ãr:ãy 'ãt-ã* '"*,^,

+.ñ 
¡?' - ^2-,, ;f + ñxy åW + F, = o (2.10)

Reduction of the three equilibrium equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2..l0) to

one equation is achieved by substituting (2.7) and (2.e) into (2.10).

This yields:

ñ. + +2ñ- ffi -t, #= Þ*ffi * F, # -pz. (2.rr)

The solutjon of the above equation is more conveniently handled by in-

troducing a stress function F defjned such that:

ñ*=+-[o-o*
èy' J

ñ,,=+-[0"0,Yðx2J

ñ*y = t# (2.12)

Introducins (2.12) ínto (2..l1 ) results in:

ð2F ð22 ^ a2F à22 ð2F à22::-:: -Z- :-:-+:--i--- =q (2.13)
ay2 ax2 ðxðy ôxây àx2 ayz

where q is defined as:



.; r':::'"t!:,'l

¿': 'i

.jl:'- '..

q = - Þ,*Þ*# .Þ"# -# 
[r"¿* 

- tz 
[u" 

* e.t4)

Under a vertical load the quantity q reduces to - Þr, rince Þ* =

õ = 0.'v
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2.3 C0I4PLETE EQUATIONS FOR SHALLol.l SHELLS

2.3. I General

In general, the load on a shell is not carried by membrane forces

alone. Stress gradients through the thickness of the shell result in

bending and twisting stress resultants. In fact, a complete anaìysis of

a shelì must take in account both flexure and in-pìane forces and de-

formations. Sjnce shells have curvature, membrane and flexure effects

interact even when a small deflection theory is used.

The equations of classical shell theory are derived with the aid

of the foìlowing assumpt'ions:

l) Small deflections. Deflections are assumed not to change the

shell geometry enough to alter static equilibrium.

2) The material has linear elastic propert'ies. Young's law

hol ds

3) Conservation of normals. Material points in the shell which

lie on normals to the middle surface before bending remain on the same

normal after bending. Shear deformations are neglected.

In addition to the above assumptions shallow shetl theory makes use

of a nunùer of simpìifications which can be made due to the geometry of

a shallow shell. These are:

1) The slope is small compared to some reference plane (i.e.the
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hori zontal

2)

3)

flections.

plane, in the case of a roof).

The curvature of the surface is small.

Transverse deflections are much greater than in-plane de-

4) Changes in curvature of the surfaces are small.

2 .3.2 Stress Resul tants

Consider the shell element, S, in Figure 2.3. The membrane stress

resultants, lloß, acting on ,S, can be defined by:

- h/2

yy

=[ a dzJxx
h/2

- h/2
= N--- =[ o --dz ,yx J n/z *Y

- h/2
=[ a dzJYY
h/z

(2.r5)

(2.15)

where the shell thickness, h, is much smaller than the radius of curvature.

In the same !',ay used for membrane forces, bencling and shear stress

resultants, illustrated in Figure 2.3, are defined as

M=xy

M
v

h/2_r ñ

-L,,"
h/2

IO
-h/2

-Myx

zdz

zdz
vy

h/2
=[ r
-1,t,

zdz
]<y

Q*

Qy

h/2
=T,,,

h/2
=[ r
_h/2

dz

yz dz
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,/x
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'r:rÌ

4
l

Jt/

ì----=-
Nry

a ) l4emb rane

b) Flexural

l.:..'.

..1-: .

1,.,'

a.)

FIGURE 2.3 Stress Resultants



2.3.3 Equilibrium and Constitutive Equations

By considering the equilibrium of the shell

equations result:

+N
XYrx

0+'YrY

+M
XYrX

+p =Q
v

N2Nxxv
-+-rrxxy
+0 =Q'v

D =0,z
N

+J+r
v

+N +D =QYxtY 'xxx, x

N
YY tY

0+'x, X

-M
Y'Y

'-l'1
XrX

*{u,.*- l* ",u,, ï, }
*{u," - ï. v(u,* t, }
nn{''* * u'r t}

t 
{-,xx 

- u *,"r 
}

- t{*,", - u ",** }
D( l -v) w,xy

:

xy

M=x

M=
v

M=xy

-M +0 =0YxrY 'x

Where 1/r*=¿zt/ðx2 ,' 1/ry=ð22 ðy2 and 1/rxy=ò22/ðxðy

The first two equations are simp'ly the membrane force equilibrium

equations. The third equation expresses force equiìibrium in the z-

d'irection. The last two equations are found by taking moments about

the in-pìane x and y axis.

The constitutive equations for a shallow shell, subject to the

assumptions in section 2.3..l, are:

(2.17)

-12-

element the fol I ow'ing

(2.16)
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where v is Poisson's ratio, E and G are the elastic and shear moduli

and K and D are the extensional and flexural rigidities for the shejl

defined as:

,. Eh ^ Eh3
t\--

l-v2 l2( 1-v'z)

2.3.4 Reduction Into a Pair of Coupled Fourth 0rder
Differential Equations

Beginning with the first three equations of (2.17) we combine

these to form:

N* - vN" = K(ì-v2)(r,*-ä)

N, - vN* = K(t-v')(u,r-l^y) (2..l8)

2(t+v)N*, = K(l-v2)(v,** u,, þl

By taking the appropriate second derivatives and combining aga'in:

N*,u, - uN" úy 2(1+v) N*o,*, * Nr,** - VN*.** = K(l-v2)

w, Zwo w,
,xyy E* - v,**y - u,r*y - 

ç- 
+ Vryxx 

ç-f 
(2.19)

By introducing a stress function ç such that the first two equa-

tions of(2..l6) are identically satisfied, we have:

l{x=O,yy-/o*O* i l{r=q,xx- Io"ou; flr.y= - O,xy G.20)

Taking the appropriate derivatives of (2.20) equation (2.19) can be re-

written as:

0,rr", * 2oxx,yy * o,xxxx = -K(l-v2)(þ þ 
-þl

+ p*,yy ax - v/ny,yy dy * Ir",** dv - v.,[p*,"* dx

or:



vuo

bJhere:

+ k(l-v2)vfrw = Ip*,n d^

vu = (ðu +

ðxa

* Ir",** dY - v(Pv,y + P¡,*) , (2.21)

-l 4-

(2.22)
n4 n4

2 ô +o ) )

ax2 ay2 ôyu

and

vfi=11-+- z ò2 -l4l Q.z3)¡\ r* ðx2 r*, âxðV ry ðy'

Equation (2.21) is called the deep beam equatìon.

The second differential equation is obtained by different'iating

thê expressions for Q* and Qo in (2.16). These derivatives are sub-

stituted into the third equation of (2..16) to obtain:

M*,*o * \,*,r* * &,", - Mry,xy *

Using derivatives

finitions of Q in (?.20)

of

WE

þ-rþ-þ*0,=g. (2.24)F* t*y Fy

the last three equations of (2.17) and de-

find that (2.24) can be expressed as:

vaw - * o,A* _P,-D- -firf/0"
to the pl ate

o- - 
L/ov 

dy) (2.25)

bending equation when the curva-The above

tures are

equation reduces

zero.
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CHAPTER 3

NUMERICAL METHODS USED FOR SHELL ANALYSIS

3. I INTRODUCTION

A number of numerical methods have been used to solve shell ana'ly-

sis problems. All the methods except the finite element method (F.t.M.)

deal strictly with shells having a geometry that can be expressed in an

analytical form. Finite difference methods have been used for shells

with elastic boundaries (i.e. edge beams), but for the most part methods

of analysis other than the F.E.M. are usually restricted to unrealistic

boundary conditions. For example: Infinitely rigid c'lamped edges or

knife edge supports. Only the finite difference and finite element

methods wilì be discussed in any detailn since these methods are by far

the most common and most important.

3.2 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD APPLIED TO SHALLOhJ SHELLS

The finite differences can be used to solve the partial differen-

tial equations developed in (2.3.4). Consider the case when P* = P, = 0

(i.e. lateral load only) then:

vaw-*oå*=þ

vuq+K(l-v2)vfiw=o

(2.25)

(2.21)

l^|hen the shell surface is divided into a regular rectangular grid, the

values, at grid intersection points of 4 and lv can be solved for by

writing the above equations in different form.
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Consider the equation (2.25) for a point with grid coord'lnates

(i,j) (see Figure 3.1). Points with i constant lie on curves with x

constant similarly with j constant and y constant. T,lriting the

required derivatives in different form for point i,j:

ô4w-l
- 

: - {6 w. - 4(w._t j * 
"r*r r) - wi*2 j * *i_r r}âxa h: rl I

âu* 
= L {6 ur- * - 4(w* j-r + 

"i ¡nr) * *i i*, * *, i-r}äyu hr+ r J r

ðaw 
= + ["r-*, j+r + wi-r i-r * *i*1 j-r + wi-r i-rðy2ðX2 n, * 

r-r J-r r-1-r J-r r-r J-r

* 4 tr- j - 2(wi j+r + *, j-, * *i*] j * 
"i-r r)J

12* 1

å¡b = ñ# (0r-*, i*r * or-r i*r * Oi*r j-r + 0r--, j-r)- yx

â2ô I_:-__-r-=-=_(ô. ._Zö.. +ó. .)
; ðx2 h2 

' 'r-l I 'a I 'r+l- l,x

q2* ld e = r (Ôr ¡-r - zoi j * oi j*r)âv2 h2-v

hlhen the simpìifying assumption that h-- = h-- = h and the above arer'r '---F"'r"'J ----"'F-'-'- -"--- "x "y
::_:

',,,', substituted into ( 2.25t):

l-- {]6 "., . - 6[*i j*r * *, j-,. * *i*r j * *r-, 
,Jh4 r J

* 
"í*t- j+r + wi+t i-t * *i-t j+l + *i-r i-r * *i*, 

¡

* *, j-, * *i i*r] # t t*r-r )-2 2þi i * oi-r jl
- # [0r*, j+l + or-, i*, * oi-r j-l + 0r-, -r_] 

* | tor. i*,xy-x

* ", i*rJÌ = o (3.2)

:ii;;11.i
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At each grid point both equations (3.1) and (3.2) can be written.

For convenience, the following notation is introduced.

[¡j = andP=

0

where M is a column vector containing w' and Qt, for each po'int, ii,
that equations (3.1) and (3.2) are written. I is a column vector con-

taining prii/D for each point equation (3..|) is written, and a 0 for

each point equation (3.2) is written. Thus the complete set of equations

can be written.

AI,l=P , (3.3)

where A

Boundary

where l,l* are the

Solving equation

found

and the

{rï

and (3.2).

rewri tten:

(3.4)

sp'lacements.

l)

e

di

b

(3

an

and

s

c

on

)

on

uati

(3.3

ncti

fficient matrix obtained from eq

ons can be app'ljed and equation

[o** o* I [r_l [on ì

lu o*11'-l = 
1o. l '

unknown values of the stress fu

(3.4) for W*:

is a coe

condi ti

grid points can be

ituti ve equations

{t^l*} = o-.' 
{o* 

- A-r.irdk+

Once {l^l} is known the stress resultants at the

from the different forms of the flexural const

stress function - membrane force relations.
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3.3 THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

3.3.1 General Remarks

Many different finite elements are avajlable for shell analysis.

For the most part, they fal'l 'into three major categories:

1) Flat thin shell elements, which neglect curvature within each

element. The shell is modelled as an assembly of small flat p'lates.

2) Curved thin shell elements, which account for curvature

efforts within the element.

3) Thick shell elements, which do not neg'lect shearing deforma-

tions as do thin shell elements.

The finite element method offers the greatest amount of flexi-

bitity. Unlike the finite difference method, or other methods, finite

elenents can be used to model shells of a purely arbítrary shape. Ribs,

stiffeners and varying thickness can be ntodeled more easily. Realistic

boundary conditions can be used in analysìs by supporting the shell on

boundary elements or on beam or diaphragm elements which simulate the

real support structure. A finite element program is poss'ibly the most

important tool of analysis available to a shell designer.

A finite element anaìysis was done on both the shell analyzed by

Tottenham and Chetty [5], and on the shell tested in the laboratory. The

analyses were performed using a shell finite element program called

'DSHELL' at the University of Manitoba. The program was developed at

the University of California (Berkeley) in 1968 by Johnson and Smith

tll]. The basic element used in the program was developed by Clough and

Johnson [6]. t^lhat follows is a description of that element.

t.. .-: ,.:.-.J¡a:' r:i.r'.:

-20-
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3.3.2 Element Description

'DSHELL' uses both triangular and quadrilateral elements. The

triangu'lar elenent is a hybrid of a planar membrane element and a planar

plate bending element. The quadrilateral element is made up of four
''.'

:'r':':.:':-: :' tri angul ar pl ate bendi ng el ements .

i) Ilislgul.lr-r-lenel!
The basic nembrane element is a constant strain triangle (CST).

..: l l.

. ì.::.::::.:1.,::¡;:,:, There are two in-plane displacements at each mode making a total of six

degrees of freedom. The element is developed by assuming the displace-
:.:::r:.:.:
,:,r:-"a:r;.:.:,..

nents are linear throughout the element, which gives rise to a constant

s trai n.

From the coordinate system defined in Figure 3.2 the displacement

function is:

(3.6)

fl
ll rxryr0,0,0 |t-_t
L0,0,0,.| ,x,JJ

J'l=l'f '

:::r:ìl

01

i'
0

6

I
pm

j
pm

k
pn

where ßfi = 
ff¡ 

and P* ={;i]

tKil is the membrane stiffness matrix.

where the o,i's are constants.

Omitting the details the nodal

the iü element are rejated by:

rçr

forces and nodal displacements for

(3.7)

l-
ßm

^i
þm

k
ßm

and
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'E"'-J
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ßi in the second equation of

of (3.9) results in:

Solving for

into first equation

Let:

then:
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pl ate

ral deflec-

deve I oped

share a

of the form:

(3.8)

3.9 and the s ubs ti tuti on

(3. to)Klt KielißeÌ = {P.}

tK - K,T K, K,_l ,-e.aeaae

ngul ar

d late

nt is

h all

3) is

0t

d.z

dzt

where .Eot .1,ä,yo,xf ,Xo,Vo,yi,rj.,xo,Vf ,Jf> and t,lo is the lateral

displacement in sub-triangìe A. Similarly for 8",Ç., hl" and [,l".

There are nine independent degrees of freedom, three at each of

the exterior nodes. The lateral displacement, lnj, varies cubical'ly with-

in the triangle and varies quadratically at the exterior boundaries.

The stiffness matrix is found by enforcing compatibi'lity at the central

node and condensing out the three internal degrees of freedom. Symboli-

cal ly:

(3.e)

[K" - Kiä

[Kr] =

[Kf]{ße} = {P"}

(3.11)

(3.12)



where K, is the flexura'l stiffness matrix, Ke is the sub-matrix rela-

ting external displacements to external nodal forces and Krl and Kr"

relate external displacements to internal nodal forces and vice versa.

The f'lexural stiffness matrix K, relates two rotations e[,05, and one

translation l,Jk to two moments and a shear at each node k. Hence, for

the nth element:

-23-

(3. l3)

{;ll
ot

*lx
rl
v

pl=wa

ei

e$

ß-l 
=srJl{

ocal

ts.

rKil
l-pf

p¿

kpf

where ßi ='f and

The comp'lete tri angu'l ar

flexural and membrane elements.

element is obtained by

For the iú element:

combining the

l-
I

L

expressed in

the flexural

ço
oKr

the I

effec

{:: }

the membr

(3.14)

l,'lhen

from

frame, ane effects are uncoupìed

ii) Ile_QucdliLc!elel_Elenen!

The quadrilateral element is a hybrid of four linear strain

triangles and four trianguìar plate bending elements as described in i).
The membrane elenent (Figure 3.4) has quadratic displacenents within

each of the sub-elements but linear displacements on the exterior bound-

aries, as required by inter-element compatib'if ity. The element has five
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interior nodes which are condensed out in the same manner as described

for the central node in the triangu'lar plate bending eìement.

The flexural element is simp'ly developed from four of the trian-

guìar plate elements sharing a sing]e central node. The interior node

is condensed out to yield the quadrilateral flexural element.

The comp'lete quadrilatera'l element is formed in the same way as

described in i), yielding, as before, a stiffness matrix for which the

membrane and flexural parts are uncoupled.

3.3.3 Element Assembly

The individual element stiffness matrices are in terms of the

local element coordinate system. Assembly of the individual element

stiffnesses requires that each of the element stiffnesses be in terms

of global coordinates. To achieve this result let:

where {E} are surface coordinates, {E} are gìoba'l coordinates and {i}
are element coordinates. All the coordinate systems are in terms of an

orthonormal basis. using eqqations (3.15) and (3..l6) the folìowing'is

obtai ned:

Ìt {E} * {r} T{Ë} = {i} ,

and TE, {E} * {g} TE{ã} = {E} ,

i rrtet = T{E} = {î} ,

(3.15)

(3.16)

( 3. I i)
where:

T=ïT- 'Ç
(3.18)

and
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Since {E}, {E} and {i} are in terms of orthonormal basis, Fê-

quiring that i and r, be orthogona'l and hence T is orthogonar.

For an element bounded by nodes, i,j,k, and l, with globa'l dis-
placementr ß;, ul, rlana ßf respectively, the transformation to global

coordinates is:

Tlo o o

o rjo o

o o rko
000Ts

^iRP

ßj

ókp

0

ßo

ßlx

ßl
X

^krjÌ

gL
x

-..-'.1 or

t{ßr} = {ßo} (3.21)

Similarly for nodal forces p-

tr{Po} = {pE} (3.22)

Consider the local element equilibrium equation:

[Kr] {ß*} - {p*} (3.23)

using equations (3.21) and (3.22), equation (3.23) can be written:

r-[ro]t {ßr} = {nr} ( 3.24)

From the above we see that:

tr[K-]t = [KE] (3.2s)

The matrix [K.] is simply the element stiffness matrix in terms of theç

global coordinate system.

The structure stiffness matrix is assembled from the global

elernent stiffness matrices, Nodal stiffness in the assembled structure

is simply the sum of the element stiffnesses adjacent to that node.
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CHAPÏER 4

HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID SHELLS BOUNDED BY STRAIGHT LINES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Recall from Chapter I that hypar shells can be formed from

straight lines. The analysis of such shells is djscussed in this

chapter. The solution to the membrane equations is developed for a

rectangular hypar shell under a vertical load. The results of a finite
element ana'lysis of a shell analyzed by another method are compared and

discussed also.

4.2

Consider the shell illustrated in Figure 1.1. Recall the equa-

tion of the surface:

z = ft-xy = kxy (f .t¡

We can differentiate equat'ion (i.1) and substitute into equation (2.13)

to obtain:

q = - , O Ftxy (4.1)

This is easily so'lved in the case of a vertical uniform'ly distributed

load -þ" = q, in which case (4..|) becomes:

Thus by using the definition of F, (2.12) tfie expression for the mem-

brane shear is found:



Pz (4.3)-Zl =N*,

To obtain the stress resultant Ñ*, equation (4.2) is differentiated

with respect to y and integrated with respect to x to yield:

"r2f
ï=f,(v) =N*
ày"

Similar'lJ for Ño

a2F=f"(x)=ñ..
ðx2-r

-27 -

(4.4)

(+.0¡

(+. s)

f, and f, are constants of integration and depend on boundary

conditions. When the edge supports are assumed incapable of providing

normal forces, f, and f, are zero. In this case Ñ* and Ño are zero.

The shell is then in a state of pure shear. Principal tension and com-

pression stress resultants act on sections rotated 45 degrees to the

boundaries.

DD
^.LLN =-;s¡-- anON -c ¿K t -N

Physical'ly the hypar shells are often described as two systems

of arches; an inverted tension arch and a compression arch.

4.3 ANALYSIS OF A HYPAR I/JHERE THE TI'JIST SIGNIFICANTLY

AFFECTS THE DEAD LOAD

When the twist of the shelì is large, dead load analysis based

on a uniform load over the projected area may not be satisfactory. If
the weight per unit area of surface is p, then from equation (2.6) the

projected load is:
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= -p,/l-titfotin'oPz - coso coso
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(4.7)

(+. a¡

The quantity ffi is conservatively

in the value of cosg cosO in terms of x and y

Þ,=Rffi
2 pl I + (kx)'+ (ky)'

Equati on

ku xty' .

Since p*

N-

Differentiating

to x we find

set to one. Substituting

equation (4.7) becomes :

(4.8) is obtained by dropping the higher order term,

= Py = 0 then q = - Þ" thus equation yields

= - r,xy åF= -ËF M (4.e)

F,*, with respect to y and integrating with respect

E=pky,r>ryy Zffi

pzy r2)
dxtr-

l. 'yv + t, (v)

lfi :l
: :.1ii

ñ=PXx¿ ln

By using the boundary condi

of integration to be:

f,(Y) = - y

Thus equation (4.10) becomes:

+- x2

that N* = 0 at x = 0 irnPlies

ln'@
yz

(4. r0)

the constant

l+

^{

tio

k

{.

on

l/ ll!!Ð: + x, | * r, (v) .k2J
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(4.rr)

(4. t 4)

The calculated values of N* N, and N*, can be used

stress resultants in the shell, N* N" and N*r, from

(2.4). Principal membrane stress resultants N, and

the well known tensor relations:

at x = 0:

(4.12)

to find the membrane

equations (2.2) to

N, can be found from

* t'¡lv ; ß = 1,2 , ... (4.13)

nda

+/

bou

{-,

N
v

2N

_l
1 + (kx)'z+ (ky)'z IIy'1+(kx), 

J

(N* - Ny) 
2

tan2a = f¡#f'x y'

It can be readi'ly seen from equations (4.12) and (4..l3) that

normal forces exist at edges x=a and y=b. Therefore, the edge members

must be abìe to resjst lateral forces. These normal forces may be sig-

nificant for high'ly warped shells. If the edge support is not sufficiently

stiff, these forces wil'l be carried by shell bending.

4.4 COMPARISON OF THE VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS OF CHETTY AND TOTTENHAM

I¡IITH A FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AND A MEMBRANE ANALYSIS

Chetty and Tottenham [5] analysed a hypar shell using a varia-

tional technique. The shell analysed was a square hyperbo'lic paraboloid

clamped at edges formed by the straight line generators. The shell was

loaded with a downward, uniformly distributed pressure of ì psi. The
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shell dÍmensions and material properties were as follows: (See Figure

4.'l).

a = b = 6.46 in.

c = rise = 1.034 in.

thickness=h=.25in.

v = .39

E=5xlOspsi

This shell was also analysed by the author using Johnson and

Smith's finite element program. Initially a l0 x 10 array of elements

was used which was finally refined to a 16 x 16 amay of elements. The

numerical results are tabulated in Table 4.1. Graphs of the bending

moment M*n the membrane shear N*o and the lateral deflection v,J, along

the line y = 0, are seen in Figures 4.2,4.3 and 4.4.

It can be seen that the results of the variational method and the

l6 x l6 finite element andlysis agree within reasonable limits of error

for al1 quant'itiesn except near the shell boundary. At the shell bound-

ôF.y, 'DSI-IELL' estimates the bending moment to be l4 percent lower and

the membrane shear to be 7 percent higher than calculated by Chetty and

Tottenham. This, however, may not be too significant since this is a

comparison of two approximate methods.

These results also can be compared with membrane theory. Both

bending anaìyses find the maximum membrane shear to be 16.9 lb/in, which

is somewhat less than predicted by the s'impler theory,20.2 lb/in. hJhen

the bending capacity of the she'll is included in the analysis a signifi-

cant amount of load will be carried by bending.
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2/5

3/s

Variation
Method

vl
(in 10-3inches)

L/8

-8.708

2/e

-8. 554

3/8

FEM
10x10

4/s

-8. 076

4/8

-8.979

-7.232

FEM
16x16

5/8

-8. s39

-5.987

6/8

-8. 852

Variatíon
Method

"*,(in lbs/lnch)

7/8

-8.686

edge

-4 .367

-7 .L33

-2.507

-8.1,72

-16.88

-4.689

-. 8076

-16 .60

-7 .274

FEM
10x10

-s.965

-4.289

-L5.76

-16.61

0

-L.697

-L4.41

FEM

16x16

-ls. 86

TABLE 4.1 COMPARISON OF F.E. RESTILTS AND TOTTENHAMIS A}TD

CHETTY I S VARIATIONAL A}IALYSIS

-L2.64

-10. 63

-2.423

-16.88

M"

(in lnch.lbs/inch)

0

Variation
Method

::'.l{

'l+
.;-ir¡

:iì;i

-.7626

-16.58

-L3.76

-8.639

-. 5108

-rs.69

0

-10. 87

-7.035

-.s290

-r4.29

FEM
10x10

-6.173

-r2.5r

-10.56

-. 5718

- .547 8

-7 .97 7

FEM
16x16

-.6036

-. 5871

-7.Lzr

-8. 670

.5632

.3628

-.5485

-7.038

-.5654

- .6L79

-6.603

+.1118

-.6025

- .3876

+.9981

-.6204

+2.45l

.5546

.3205

+.4709

-1.969

+.1798

+1.041

+2. 110

I
(¡)
(4)
I
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4.5 LIMITATIONS OF'DSHELL'

Comparison between the analysis by 'DSHELL' and the analysis by

Chetty and Tottenham shows that the computer analysis gives good results

when the shell boundary conditions are well defined. 'DSHELL' does not

provide boundary elements or non-shell elements which can realistically

model a shell and its support system. This program cannot be expected

to yield as good results for the case where the shell edges are suppor-

ted on a deformable structure. This program is best used for fully

constrained or fully released displacenents at the shell boundaries.

It should be noted that as the mesh was refined from l0 x l0 to

16 x 16 the agreement of the finite elemant and variational methods be-

comes better. Closer agreement may have been achieved by using a finer

mesh, however, 'DSHELL' does not allow more than 400 nodes making any-

thing finer than a l9 x 19 rectangular grid of elements impossible.

Finèr meshes a'lso require significantly more computer time to analyze.

Sma'll increaies in precision come increasingly higher costs.
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CHAPTER 5

DESIGN AND TESTING OF A HYPAR SHELL

5.1 OBJECTIVES

The objective of the testing program was to: l) build and test a

large scale concrete hypar shell; 2) deve'lop a testing method suitable

for use at the University of Man'itoþa Structures Laboratory, and 3)

measure the bending in the shell.

5.2 THE TEST SPECIMAN

5 .2.1 Geometry

Thethinsheltbuiltandtestedwasahyperbolicparaboloid

bounded by its straight line generators. The overall dimensions of the

shell were 2.5 m by 2.5 m (B'-2\'x 8'-2à"). The size was chosen in

order to take advantage of existing threaded sleeves cast at .5 m

centres into the testing ìaboratory fìoor. The total rise between the

low corners and the high corners t^,as 0.46 m. The twist, k, of the shell 
,,¡¡,

was .1472 m't (.045 ft-t) and the maximum angle with the horizontal was , 
,il

,:;;
10.3o. The shell thickness was 45 mm (1.3/4u); thus the ratio between l

shell thickness and the radius of curvature was 1/144.

5.2.2 Determination of Forces in the Shell on the Basis of
Membrane Theory

From equation (2.2) with q = 0 and 0 = l0o it can be shown that

Ñ* is less than I percent different from N*. Simi'larìy, from equation

(2.6) and 0 = O = 10", the dead load per unit area of shelì p is less
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than 3 percent different from the projected load þr. The shell is

classed as shallow and hence the quantities Ñ* and Þ, can be used'inter-

changeably with N* and pr.

Proceeding on the basis of membrane theory with a design load of

i, = 145 pcf, the maximum shear is

i,
N = l.6klft.

The principal stress resultants, acting on faces 45" to the shear faces,

are:

Ñ.=-Ñ.=-l.Oklft.

The edge beams must be able to resist an accumulated shear of:

2aÑ*" = l3'l2k

Using the membrane theory result and allowing a working stress of

lB ksi for the steel reinforcement, the required steel ratio in the ten-

sion direction is .0045. Since some shrinkage steel is required in both

directions,it was decided to pìace the steel in two directions paral'lel

to the edge beams, providing .45 percent steel each way. Quarter inch

bars at six inch centers placed in both directions were used. Equal

reinforcement in two perpendicular directions a'lso provides isotropic

resistance to bending.

The edge beams act as columns loaded by the membrane shearing

force between the shetl and the edge beam. At the design load of 145

psf on the shell, the accumulated axial force in the beam at the low

corner is l3.tk. The edge beams, 8" x 8" in cross-section and

reinforced with six #3 deformed bars, were intended to be very rigid

and to provide a great deal'of reserve strength. Thrust blocks were
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provided at the lov', corners to transfer this thrust from the edge beams

to the testing laboratory floor.

5.3 TESTiNG METHOD

A five-by-five grid of point loads was applied to the top sur-

face of the shell. Figure 5.2 shows how a s'ingle point load was appl'ied

to the shell. A spring on a concrete pad transfers the load onto the

shell surface from the threaded rod. The rod in turn reacts against a

là inch bolt in the floor. A speciaì I inch long 3/B inch nut and

thrust bearing had to be used to prevent damage to the threading on the

rod at higher loads

5.4 MEASUREMENTS

It was proposed to measure two different strain quantities: top

surface in-pìane strain and change in curvature. The curvature was

measured using a device which is described in detail in section 5.4..l.

The strain on the upper surface was measured using an electronic

demec gage. The gage measures the elongation between demec points,

approximate'ly two inches apart, using an electronic length transducer.

This information along with the curvature measurements was recorded on

tape by a Hewlett-Packard data acquisition machine. Three normal strains

were [Easured at each sampling point: one each in the x and y direc-

tions and a third at 45" to the x-axis. With the three normal strain

measurements the compìete strain tensor can be determined using the

strain transformation equations.

Both strain and curvature were measured at 36 sampling poìnts on a

six-by-six grid.
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5.4.1 Design of Curvature Meter

i ) Ql:ig-llilglple
Consider the device schematically illustrated in Figure 5.3. It

consists of a rigid plate on two'legs of fixed'length at points A and 0

and a length transducer (or dial gage) at B. The length of the device

from A to B is L.

From differential geometry, we know the curvature of plane curve,

s, is approximatety 4, uuh.n the radius of curvature is large. Consider- dxz'
the device on the curved surface A'0'B'. Since curvature is independent

of the coordinate system, the line A'0' is used as the reference axis,

x and the normal to x at 0'and B'are (-1,0), (0,0) and (l ZB) res-

pectively, where 2" is the deflection measured by the'length tranducer

at B. Using finite differences the curvature is approximated as:

dzz 4zB; B (5.1)
dxz ¡z

ii) Appjication to a two-dimensional surface

The device in Figure 5.4 is a curvature meter designed to nìeasure

the curvature of a gently curved surface, s. The meter consists of a

rigid base supported at A, C and 0 by three fixed ìegs. C'lamped to the

rigid base at D, E and B are three length transducers. The transducers

measure the perpendicular deflection of points D, E and B, relative to

the plane defined by A, C and 0. The lengths mm-õE-and õD are all

Ll2.

Consider the lines 1,, and [r, produced by the intersection of the

z-x and z-y planes and the surface s. The curvatures of 1,- and l,- byl2

equation (5.1) are:



FIGURE 5.5 Curvature Meter
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û.2
B=- and Kxx tz YYL

(5.2)
4î.

=B
¡z

In order to determine the twist, a third curvature must be ob-

tained. The curvature of the f ine .Q,, through D, t and B can be deter-

mined from the nrcasured deflections. This has the disadvantage that

the central point js not 0 as is the case for the estimates of k** and

krr, however, 
.we 

assumed that the change in curvature between 0 and E

i s negl i gi b'le, thus :

kx'x' 27" (5 .3)2r)L-= 
,i 

tt"

To find the twist k we use the tensor transformation:

kx,x,= k** cos2o * k* sin2o + 2sino coscr k*"

with a = l35o and equations (5.2) and (5.3):

k*, å (o** * kor) - k*,*, = 
lr(Bzs 

- 3zD - 3;B) (5. 4)

iii) Construction of Meter

An isometric exploded view of the curvature meter built appears

in Figure 5. The base, a 4-ll8 inch square piece of 1/2 Ínch aluminum

p'late, sits on three fixed ìegs. C'lamped to the front of the base are

three Hewlett-Packard length-transducers (LDVT's). Above the LDVT's

there is a bar provided to clamp the sprìng tubes which hold the trans-

ducer probes against the surface. The fixed legs were machined so that

they rest in.demec points glued to the shell surface. Since surface

strains may dìstort the relative positions of the dernec points, two of

the fixed legs are made in three pieces. Top and bottom parts are made

of 1/4" diameter bar between which was glued a piece of piano wire to
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act as a spring. Thus small relative changes in the positions of the

demec points can be absorbed by the spring without changing the height

of the base from the plane defined by the bottoms of the fixed'legs.

i.i ll
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FIGURT 6.2 PHOTOGRAPH OF CRACKINû ON UNDERSiDE
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FIGURE 6.3 PHOTOGRAPH OF CRACKING ON UNDTRSIDE
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CHAPTTR 6

RESULTS DISCUSS ION AND RECOMMENDATIOIIS

6.1 RESULTS

The shell was loaded to 1080 1bs per spring (equjvalent to a

uniformly distributed load of 400 psf). At this load, the spring and

rod loading system. began to deflect s'ideways. The loads in the rods

lvere no longer axial, increasing the danger of the spring buckling or

the rod breaking. Further loading was considered too dangerous to

con ti nue .

No significant top surface strains were recorded by the demec

gage. The curvature gage recorded no relative deflections. However,

cracking did take p1ace. A number of cracks appeared on the underside

of the shel l. Onìy two diagonal cracks formed on the uppçr surface at

the hjgh corners. A sketch of the crack pattern can be seen in Figure

6.1. Figures 6.2,6.3 and 6.4 are photographs of the cracked underside

of the shel I .

6.2

6.2.1

DI SCUSS I ON

Cracking of the Shell

Consider Figure 6.1, showing the cracking pattern on the under-

side of the shell. It can be seen that the crack pattern of the shell

was dominated by the hole pattern required by the load'ing system. In

the central reg'ion of the shell, where both principal bending moments

are found to be negative by'DSHELL' (see Figures 6.5 and 6.6), tension

on the underside initiates cracking. Although the cracking occurs
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in the same region as pred'icted by the finjte element analysis, the

crack pattern does not closely fit the princ'ipa'l moment contours,

(Figures 6.5 and 6.6). Cracks in the shell spec'imen tested migrated

towards the hol es.

The region of cracking on the underside appears to be broader

than expected from the computer analysis. The finjte element model

assumed fu'lly clamped supports at the shell edges. However, this was

not exactly the case in the model. The finite element analysis pred'icts

the highest moments at the shell boundaries. If this u,as the case in

the shell tested, the moments at the key between the shell and edge beam

soon became high enough to break the continuity between the beam and the

shel'1. A moment hìnge formed aìong the shell boundaries. The reduced

restraint at the supports allowed the negative bending moments to migrate

towards the edges. The cracking fo'llowed the negative moments outwards

to the shell edges

Diagonal cracks on the bottom surface appear close to the low

corners (marked'a'on Figure 6..l). These are probably due to combined

membrane tension and bending, since the cracks run perpendicular to the

principal membrane tension.

Cracking on the upper surface was restricted to the single pair

of cracks running diagonally across each of the high corners of the shell

(see Figure 6.1). These cracks probably formed due to the same mechanism

as corner'lever formation in flat slabs. The edge beam did not allow the

corner of the shell to deflect upwards. The clamping effect of the edge

beams caused tension in the upper surface of the shell. This tension

plus membrane tension resulted in cracks running perpendicular to the
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tension arch.

6.2.2 Shell Stiffness and Strain Measurement

Measurement of the change in curvature by the method described in

section 5.4.1 was found to be impractica'l due to the extreme stiffness

of the hypar shell. From the finite element analysis of the shell,

tested in the laboratory, the change in curvature perpendicular to the

shell boundary is estimated at 1.26 x l0-u in.-t. The curvature device

must be fitted with LDVT's which reliab'ly measure deflections of

1/10,000 of an inch. This combined with the fact that the device is hand

operated meant that measurement of the curvature change'is beyond the

precision of this instrument"

For comparison purposes a finite element analysis was done on a

fìat plate with the same thickness and dimensjons in p'lan as the hypar

shell. The anaìysis yields a mid-point deflection of 16.3 mm for the

plate, compared to.65 mm for the shell for the same load and support

conditions. The change in curvature was estimated using the finite

element results for the pìate. This calculated curvature of 2.45 x l0-a

in.-r is twenty tjmes greater than the curvature calculated for the shell.

Bending moments in the plate are also an order of magnitude higher for

the plate. It is seen that hypar shells are extremeìy stiff. The stiff-
ness of a structure or element têsted in a laboratory should be carefully

considered in the design of an experiment.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

Although no conclusions can be

recornmendations can be made for future

drawn from the testiñg, â number of

testing:
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1) Because shells are by nature very stiff, shells tested for

which deflections are to be measured should be as flexible as poss'ible.

Flexibility is not as important for testing programs where observing the

coì1apse mechanism and measuring the ultimate strength'is of primary in-

terest, since the load does not depend on the deflections ín the

structure.

2) Loading systems should be designed to have sufficient extra

capacity to insure that the failure load can be appìied. Loads requìred

to induce failure may be much greater than anticjpated because shell

geometry allows stress redistributions without iarge deflections occurr-

ing. For instance, loads initially carried by bending moments in the

shell may be carried by membrane forces after cracking occurs in the

regions of high moments.

3) The loading system used was slow and clumsy. Because it took

a significant amount of time to load and take measurements, the precision

of the test was affected by time, temperature, and human error. A short

time from initial loading to the finaì co'llapse insures that conditions

that are assumed constant do not vary significantìy. It is recommended

that the ease and speed of loading and measurements be an important con-

sideration in the design of, an experiment. Load and deflection measure-

ments should be as close to simultaneous as possib'le.

4) Strain gages should be used at points where strains are con-

sidered critical or are of specia'l interest. Gages should be aligned in

the directions of predicted principal strains, in order to take advantage

of the ìargest extensions avajlable at a poìnt. This will improve the

precision of those measurements.
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5) Measurement of relatjve deflections to determine the curva-

ture by the proposed method is deemed impractical. The LTDV's djd not

have the sensitìv'ity to measure the deflection experienced during the

test. However, measurement of some absolute deflections may be useful.

For example, comparjson of an experimental mid-po'int deflection to sorne

analytical'ìy obtained deflection may be useful in correiating experimen-

tal with theoretical results.

6.3.1 Proposed Loading Method for the Testing of Large

Scale Plates and Shells

Figure 6.8 shows a poss'ible experimental set-up for a hypar shell.

(A s'imiiar method could be used for any shallow shell). Thrust and

vertical reactions at the high corners are applied by thrust restraints

and jacks respectiveìy. A uniformly dìstributed pressure is applied to

the underside of the shelì by the water bags. Water bags allow deflec-

tion of the shell without altering the load distribution. Water pressure

and jackìng forces can be measured with reasonable ease and can be checked

against each other to insure the load is actually evenly distributed.

Unlike the test described previously, the load on the shell is applied

to the underside of the shell, thus the crack'ing of the shell can be

observed and recorded more readily.

The design of a water bag system involves a number of details.

For example, restraint of the water bags at the shelì edges must be pro-

v'ided to prevent bags from bursting. Internal pressures in the bags

should not be carried by membrane forces in the bag itself. This insures

the pressure in the bag is equal to the pressure applied to the shell

surface. These and other details are beyond the scope of the present

di scussion.
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